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Abstract

This paper addresses the issue of how router com-

plexity a�ects the overall performance in determin-

istic and adaptive routing under virtual cut-through

switching in k-ary n-cube networks. First, the per-

formance of various adaptive routers with constant

area are compared. Second, the performance of adap-

tive and deterministic routers are compared under the

same conditions. Finally, it is shown that, under cer-

tain conditions, deterministic routers can reach satu-

ration points comparable to adaptive routers.

1 Introduction

The performance of the communication subsystem
depends on several factors such as the network topol-
ogy, the channel width, the routing algorithm and
the router design and implementation. The routing
algorithm determines the path taken by a message
while traveling from its source to its destination. In
dimension-order routing, a message is routed along
decreasing dimensions with a dimension decrease oc-
curring only when zero hops remain in all higher di-
mensions. Virtual Channels (VCs) are included in
the router to avoid deadlock [11]. Deterministic rout-
ing algorithms can su�er from congestion since only
a small subset of all possible paths between a source
and destination are used.

In adaptive routing, messages are not restricted to
a single path when traveling from source to destina-
tion: the choice of path can be made dynamically in
response to current network conditions. Such schemes
can minimize unnecessary waiting, and provide fault-
tolerance. Several studies have shown that adaptive
routing can achieve a lower latency, for the same load,
than deterministic routing with the same clock cycle
[19, 25].

The delay experienced by a message at each node
can be broken down into: switching (or routing) de-

lay and queuing (or bu�ering) delay. The former is
determined primarily by the complexity of the router.
The later is determined by the congestion at each node
which in turn is determined by the degrees of freedom
the routing algorithm allows a message. The main
performance advantage of adaptive routing (besides
its fault-tolerance) is that it reduces the queuing de-
lay.

However, the clock cycle time of deterministic
routers can be signi�cantly lower than adaptive ones
as shown in [7, 2]. Two main reasons explain this
phenomenon:

� Number of VCs: Two VCs are su�cient to avoid
deadlock in dimension ordered routing [11]; while
adaptive routing (as in [16] and [4]) requires a
minimum of three VCs in k-ary n-cube networks.

� Output channel selection: In dimension ordered
routing, the output channel selection policy is
very simple: it depends only on information con-
tained in the message header itself whereas in
adaptive routing the output channel selection pol-
icy depends also on the state of the router (i.e
the occupancy of various VCs) causing increased
router complexity and thereby higher switching
delays.

Because of these di�erences in complexity, the
switch delays for adaptive routers can be much larger
than those for deterministic routers. The results in
[7, 2] show that the switch delays for the various adap-
tive routers are about half to more than twice as long
as the dimension-order router for worm-hole routing.
On the other hand, both deterministic and adaptive,
require a variable amount of resources such as bu�er
area or physical channels between nodes. In [17], the
advantage of adaptive routing in reducing queuing de-
lays in the nodes between source and destination is
accounted for in worm-hole routing.

In this paper we report on the performance of de-
terministic and adaptive routers for k-ary n-cube net-



works evaluated with a constant router area and only
one physical channel per dimension per node using vir-
tual cut-through switching. Router area, in this paper,
is de�ned here as the bu�er size times the number of
VCs. The evaluation accounts for the increased delays
due to varying bu�er sizes in the router cost model.

The deterministic and adaptive routing algorithms
on which this study is based are described in Section 2.
The switch delay model, is based on the one used in
[7, 2], is described in Section 3. The simulation results
are discussed, in Section 4. Related work is discussed
in Section 5 and concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Routing and Switching Models

The network model used in this study is a k-ary
n-cube using virtual cut-through switching [20]: mes-
sage advancement is similar to worm-hole routing [29],
except that the body of a message can continue to
progress even while the message head is blocked, and
the entire message can be bu�ered in a single node.
Note that a header it can progress to a next node
only if the whole message can �t in the destination
bu�er. For simplicity all messages are assumed to have
the same length. Three di�erent tra�c patterns are
considered:

� Random Uniform: Source and destination nodes
are uniformly distributed.

� Complement: Node an�1an�2:::a1a0 communi-
cates with node an�1an�2:::a1a0

� Perfect Shu�e: Node an�1an�2:::a1a0 communi-
cates with node an�2an�3:::a0an�1

2.1 Routing Models

The deterministic routing algorithm used is
dimension-order routing [9, 11]. A message is routed
along decreasing dimensions with a dimension de-
crease occurring only when zero hops remain in all
higher dimensions. By assigning an order to the
network dimensions, no cycle exists in the channel-
dependency graph and the algorithm is deadlock-free.

The adaptive routing algorithm used is the one de-
scribed in [15, 16, 4] (also known as the *-channels al-
gorithm). Adaptive routing is obtained by using VCs
along with dimension-order routing. A message can be
routed, adaptively, in any dimension until it is blocked.
Once a message is blocked, it is then routed using the
dimension-order routing. Note that a message can still

return to adaptive routing at subsequent nodes. This
algorithm has been proven to be deadlock-free with
the following routing restrictions: when the message
size is greater than the bu�er size (i.e. size of the the
VC), deadlock is prevented by allowing the head it
of a message to advance to the next node only if the
receiving queue at that node is empty. If the message
size is less than the bu�er size, deadlock is prevented
by allowing a message to advance only when the whole
message �ts in the receiving queue at that node. This
algorithm requires a minimum of three VCs per dimen-
sion per node for each physical unidirectional channel:
the number of VCs grows linearly with the size of the
network.

2.2 Switching Models

Both the deterministic and adaptive routing al-
gorithms were implemented using one physical chan-

nel (PC) per dimension per node. Figure 1 shows a
schematic for each of the routers simulated here for
the 2D case. For both cases there is only one PC for
the sink channel. Once this channel is assigned to a
message, it is not released until the whole message
has �nished its transmission. All channels are unidi-
rectional.

Note that the deterministic router uses storage
bu�ers associated with output channels, while the
adaptive router uses storage bu�ers associated with in-
put channels. When using output bu�ers, the routing
decision is made before bu�ering the message. This
type of routing is ideal for deterministic routing be-
cause only one choice is available for an incoming mes-
sage. When a message comes into a node, it can be
immediately placed into the appropriate bu�er.

When using input bu�ers, the routing decision is
made after bu�ering the message in the bu�er asso-
ciated with the input channel. This strategy lacks
the problem of early commitment of output channels.
Since a message can usually be routed on several possi-
ble output channels in adaptive routing, this bu�ering
strategy was used for the adaptive router.

The input/output selection policy used for adaptive
routing is as follows: a round-robin policy is used for
message selection �rst among all adaptive bu�ers and
then among all deterministic bu�ers. Output channel
selection is performed in each dimension with decreas-
ing number of hops until a free channel is found. By
using this output channel selection policy, the greatest
amount of adaptivity for a message is retained which
reduces blocking.

Note that because both the deterministic and adap-
tive routers are pipelined, bu�ers are needed on both



the input and output channels. In addition, the in-
put bu�er of the deterministic router ensures that no
message is lost if a conict arises.

3 Modeling Router Delay

The router delay models are based on the ones de-
scribed in [7, 2, 17]. These models account for both
the logic complexity of the routers as well as the size of
the crossbar as determined by the number of VCs that
are multiplexed on one physical channel. The models
were modi�ed to account for the varying bu�er space
in virtual cut-through switching as used in this paper.
The model parameters are:

Symbol Variable (delay)

TAD Address decoding

TARB Routing arbitration

TCB Crossbar

TFC Flow control

TSEL Header selection

TV C Virtual channel controller

P Max. no. of IP or OP ports in crossbar

F Degrees of freedom (OP choices of a message)

C No. of virtual channels

B Bu�er size (in number of its)

TAD includes the time for examining the packet
header and creating new packet headers for all pos-
sible routes. TARB is the time required for selecting
among all possible routes. TCB is the crossbar de-
lay. The switch's crossbar is implemented as a tree
of gates. TFC includes the time for ow control be-
tween routers so that bu�ers do not overow. TSEL
is the time for selecting the appropriate header. TV C
includes the time required for multiplexing VCs onto
physical channels.

A deterministic router routes a message in either
in the same dimension (either low or high channel) or
routes it to the next dimension. Therefore the number
of degrees of freedom (F ) equals the number of switch
crossbar ports (P ).

For adaptive routers, F = P�2(n�1) (n is the net-
work dimension) because adaptive routing can use the
adaptive channels in all the dimensions while only two
VCs per physical channel can be used in dimension-
order (to avoid deadlock). Note that this expression
includes the delivery port.

The timing parameters that are estimated by these
models are:

� Tr: Time to route a message.

Xh = high virtual channel in x dimension

Xl = low virtual channel in x dimension

Yh = high virtual channel in y dimension

Yl = low virtual channel in y dimension

Xn = nth physical channel in x dimension

Yn = nth physical channel in y dimension

Xan = adaptive VC # n in the x dimension  where 1<=n<=4

Yan = adaptive VC # n in the y dimension where 1<=n<=4
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Figure 1: Schematics of 2D routers



B Tr Ts Tc CC Period

8 6.60 5.15 6.74 6.74

16 6.60 5.95 6.74 6.74

24 6.60 6.42 6.74 6.74

32 6.60 6.75 6.74 6.75

48 6.60 7.22 6.74 7.22

64 6.60 7.55 6.74 7.55

96 6.60 8.02 6.74 8.02

Table 1: Delays for Deterministic Routing Algorithm
for k-ary 2-cube and 3-cube networks. All values in
nanoseconds (C = 2 and P = F = 3)

� Ts: Transfer time of a it to the corresponding
output channel.

� Tc: Transfer time of a it across a PC.

The delay equations are: Tr = TAD + TARB + TSEL

Tr = 2:7 + 0:6 + 0:6 � log
2
F + 1:4 + 0:6 � log

2
F

Ts = TFC + TCB + TLatch

Ts = 0:8 + 0:6 � log
2
B + 0:4 + 0:6 � log

2
P + 0:8

Tc = 4:9 + TV C
Tc = 4:9 + 1:24 + 0:6 � log

2
C

The constants in these equations were obtained in
[7] using router designs along with gate-level timing
estimates based on a 0.8 micron CMOS gate array pro-
cess. Using the above equations, the delay values were
calculated for each of the router algorithms simulated
and are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. To decrease the
overall router delay, it is assumed that all three oper-
ations are overlapped through pipelining as described
in [17], and therefore the clock period is determined
by the longest delay:

Tcc period =Max(Tr; Ts; Tc)

A number of observations can be made about the
data in Tables 1, 2, and 3:

� In deterministic routers, increasing bu�er size in-
creases the overall router delay when moderate to
large bu�er sizes are used. For small bu�er sizes
the clock cycle is dominated by the transfer time
Tc while for larger ones it is dominated by the
switching time Ts.

� In adaptive routers, the clock cycle time is domi-
nated by Tr. Increasing bu�er size only increases
the overall router delay when small number of
VCs and large bu�er sizes are used.

C B P F Tr Ts Tc CC Period

3 8 7 5 7.49 5.88 7.09 7.49

16 7.49 6.68 7.09 7.49

24 7.49 7.15 7.09 7.49

32 7.49 7.48 7.09 7.49

48 7.49 7.95 7.09 7.95

64 7.49 8.28 7.09 8.28

96 7.49 8.75 7.09 8.75

4 8 9 7 8.07 6.10 7.34 8.07

16 8.07 6.90 7.34 8.07

24 8.07 7.37 7.34 8.07

32 8.07 7.70 7.34 8.07

48 8.07 8.17 7.34 8.17

64 8.07 8.50 7.34 8.50

96 8.07 8.97 7.34 8.97

5 8 11 9 8.50 6.28 7.53 8.50

16 8.50 7.08 7.53 8.50

24 8.50 7.54 7.53 8.50

32 8.50 7.88 7.53 8.50

48 8.50 8.34 7.53 8.50

64 8.50 8.68 7.53 8.68

96 8.50 9.14 7.53 9.14

6 8 13 11 8.85 6.42 7.69 8.85

16 8.85 7.22 7.69 8.85

24 8.85 7.69 7.69 8.85

32 8.85 8.02 7.69 8.85

48 8.85 8.49 7.69 8.85

64 8.85 8.82 7.69 8.85

96 8.85 9.29 7.69 9.29

Table 2: Delays for and Adaptive Routing Algorithm
for k-ary 2-cube networks

� Varying bu�er size a�ects deterministic routers'
clock cycles more than adaptive routers'.

The results show that are 12 to 40 % slower than
deterministic routers. To o�set this di�erence, adap-
tive routers must perform at least 12 to 40 % better
than deterministic routers. These results are similar
to the results in [2] where 15 % to 60 % improvement
is required for f-at routers with similar number of
VCs and under worm-hole routing. The objective of
this analysis is how much of this delay can be o�set
by lower queuing delay in virtual cut-through with a
constant router area.

4 Experimental Results

Both deterministic and adaptive routing simula-
tions were performed under all three di�erent tra�c
conditions using a discrete-time simulator. Simulation



C B P F Tr Ts Tc CC Period

3 8 10 6 7.80 6.19 7.09 7.80

16 7.80 6.99 7.09 7.80

24 7.80 7.46 7.09 7.80

32 7.80 7.79 7.09 7.80

48 7.80 8.26 7.09 8.26

64 7.80 8.59 7.09 8.59

96 7.80 9.06 7.09 9.06

4 8 13 9 8.50 6.42 7.34 8.50

16 8.50 7.22 7.34 8.50

24 8.50 7.69 7.34 8.50

32 8.50 8.02 7.34 8.50

48 8.50 8.49 7.34 8.50

64 8.50 8.82 7.34 8.82

96 8.50 9.29 7.34 9.29

5 8 16 12 9.00 6.60 7.53 9.00

16 9.00 7.40 7.53 9.00

24 9.00 7.87 7.53 9.00

32 9.00 8.20 7.53 9.00

48 9.00 8.67 7.53 9.00

64 9.00 9.00 7.53 9.00

96 9.00 9.47 7.53 9.47

6 8 19 15 9.39 6.75 7.69 9.39

16 9.39 7.55 7.69 9.39

24 9.39 8.02 7.69 9.39

32 9.39 8.35 7.69 9.39

48 9.39 8.82 7.69 9.39

64 9.39 9.15 7.69 9.39

96 9.39 9.62 7.69 9.62

Table 3: Delays for and Adaptive Routing Algorithm
for k-ary 3-cube networks

results were obtained for various k-ary 3-cube and k-
ary 2-cube networks. The simulation uses a stabiliza-
tion threshold of a 0.005 di�erence between through-
put 1000 clock cycles apart to determine steady state.
Message sizes varied from 8 to 32 its and through-
put from 0.1 until saturation was reached in 0.1 in-
crements. The bu�er sizes simulated for adaptive and
deterministic routing are one, two and three times the
message size. The number of VCs used by the adap-
tive router varies from three to six VCs per dimension
per node, while the number used by the determinis-
tic router is always two. The simulator implements a
back-pressure mechanism which results in a negative
slope of the latency versus throughput plots at higher
loads. The following notation is used throughout this
section: L: message size in its, B: bu�er size in its,
C: number of VCs per PC, D: deterministic routing,
and A: adaptive routing.

The results in this section are grouped as follows:
Section 4.1 discusses the trade-o�s between the num-

Area L B C Ran Bit Per

48 8 8 6 0.320 0.290 0.275

16 3 0.330 0.289 0.258

96 16 16 6 0.319 0.302 0.277

32 3 0.345 0.300 0.258

192 32 32 6 0.320 0.301 0.280

64 3 0.313 0.275 0.241

Table 4: Throughput saturation point (its/ns/node)
as function of area for a 10-ary 3-cube network

ber and size of the VCs in adaptive routers. Section
4.2 reports on the comparison of dimension-order and
adaptive routing with �xed size bu�ers. Section 4.3
describes the characteristics of both types of routers
that achieve similar saturation points for small mes-
sage sizes.

Type Area L B C Ran Bit Per

Deter 128 32 64 2 0.236 0.219 0.129

Adapt 32 4 0.316 0.278 0.264

Deter 192 32 96 2 0.245 0.233 0.130

Adapt 32 6 0.320 0.301 0.280

64 3 0.313 0.275 0.241

Table 5: Constant area throughput saturation point
(its/ns/node) for deterministic and adaptive routing
in a 10-ary 3-cube network

4.1 Constant Area Adaptive Routers

Constant area is de�ned here as keeping the sum
of all VC bu�er sizes constant. The constant area
results for various message lengths and the three types
of tra�c are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4, and the
corresponding saturation points are shown in Table
4. In this analysis the saturation point is de�ned as

Type Area L B C Ran Bit Per

Deter 48 8 24 2 0.272 0.257 0.143

Adapt 24 8 3 0.276 0.258 0.219

Deter 96 16 48 2 0.264 0.245 0.144

Adapt 48 16 3 0.289 0.258 0.229

Deter 192 32 96 2 0.245 0.233 0.130

Adapt 96 32 3 0.288 0.259 0.231

Table 6: Throughput saturation points (its/ns/node)
in a 10-ary 3-cube network with deterministic routing
having twice the area as adaptive



the last throughput at which the accepted load in the
network was �1:5% of the o�ered load.

The e�ects of tra�c pattern on the saturation
points shows that for all message sizes, the highest sat-
uration points obtained are always for uniform random
tra�c patterns while the lowest saturation points are
always obtained under perfect shu�e tra�c. While
the simulations performed under complement tra�c
have 5 % to 13 % lower saturation points than the uni-
form random tra�c simulations, perfect shu�e tra�c
exhibits 13 % to 26 % lower saturation points.

In addition, the results show that under random
uniform tra�c having fewer VCs always produces bet-
ter performance. However, for less uniform tra�c, a
tradeo� exists between the size and number of VCs:
at low throughput, fewer VCs result in a lower mes-
sage latency. At high throughput, fewer VCs result
in a lower saturation point. This phenomenon can be
explained by the fact that at low throughput the in-
terleaving of the messages among many VCs results in
a higher latency.

However, at high throughput, message blocking be-
comes more frequent and the additional adaptive VCs
can alleviate the congestion and reduce the blocking
time of messages. Therefore, the larger clock cycle
times required for numerous VCs pays o� in the form
of higher saturation points. Under random uniform
tra�c much interleaving of messages is not required
for high saturation points. For less uniform tra�c,
the greater number of VCs (more interleaving) is cru-
cial for higher saturation points.

In [13] Dally noted a similar phenomenon for
dimension-order worm-hole routing in k-ary n-cube
networks. However, by accounting for the actual clock
cycle times, the di�erence between a small and a large
number of VCs at low throughput is more pronounced.
This di�erence is also obviously accentuated by the
message size.

4.2 Constant Area Deterministic vs.
Adaptive Routers

The constant area results for various message
lengths and di�erent tra�c patterns are shown in Fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7, and the corresponding saturation
points are shown in Table 5. These results show the
tradeo� between deterministic and adaptive routers
under all three types of tra�c: at low throughput,
deterministic routing almost always results in lower
message latency. At high throughput, adaptive rout-
ing always achieves higher saturation points. Note
that deterministic routing has a particularly poor per-
formance under perfect shu�e tra�c due to its very
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Figure 4: Adaptive routing latency (10-ary 3-cube)
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localized tra�c pattern.

Deterministic routing almost always results in lower
message latency at low channel throughput because
the router cycle time dominates the performance. At
high throughput, adaptive routing results in a higher
saturation point because the performance is now domi-
nated by routing freedom which results in lower queu-
ing delays. The only exception to this behavior is
when bu�er area equals 192. For each tra�c type,
adaptive routing performs either better than or com-
parable to deterministic routing when B=64 and C=3
even at low throughput. Under these circumstances,
the additional delay due to increased bu�er sizes for
the deterministic router o�sets its previous good per-
formance at low throughput.
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Figure 5: Adaptive and Dimension-Order routing la-
tency (10-ary 3-cube) under constant bu�er area and
random uniform tra�c
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Figure 6: Adaptive and Dimension-Order routing la-
tency (10-ary 3-cube) under constant bu�er area and
complement tra�c

4.3 Comparable Performance Determin-
istic and Adaptive Routers

In this section, the performance of deterministic
and adaptive routers with di�erent total bu�er areas
are compared to determine if dimension-order routing
can ever give similar performance to adaptive rout-
ing. The results are shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10 for
various message lengths and di�erent tra�c patterns.
The corresponding saturation points are shown in Ta-
ble 6. The results for all three tra�c types show that
a deterministic router with Bd = 3L and Cd = 2 gives
about the same saturation point as an adaptive router
with Ba = L and Ca = 3 when message length is small
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Figure 7: Adaptive and Dimension-Order routing la-
tency (10-ary 3-cube) under constant bu�er area and
perfect shu�e tra�c

and tra�c is relatively uniformly random. As message
size increases and tra�c patterns become less random,
adaptive routing becomes better at all throughput val-
ues. Once again this is because the increased bu�er
space o�sets the previous low delay associated with
deterministic routers.

4.4 Discussion of Results

The results in this paper show that although adap-
tive routers have longer cycle times than deterministic
routers, the added delay is o�set at high loads by the
adaptive router's ability to provide more degrees of
freedom in routing. However, a tradeo� does exist be-
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Figure 8: Latency performance for dimension-order
and adaptive routing on a 10-ary 3-cube network un-
der random uniform tra�c and when deterministic
router bu�er area is twice as great as the adaptive
router bu�er area
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Figure 9: Latency performance for dimension-order
and adaptive routing on a 10-ary 3-cube network
under complement tra�c when deterministic router
bu�er area is twice as great as the adaptive router
bu�er area
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Figure 10: Latency performance for dimension-order
and adaptive routing on a 10-ary 3-cube network un-
der perfect shu�e tra�c when deterministic router
bu�er area is twice as great as the adaptive router
bu�er area



tween the two router models. While adaptive routers
give higher saturation points deterministic routers give
lower message latency at low throughput under uni-
form random tra�c. The cross-over point, where the
two latencies are equal, depends, to a large extent,
on the number of VCs used in the adaptive routing,
bu�er size, and tra�c pattern.

Among adaptive routers with various total bu�er
area, a tradeo� in performance exists as well. At low
load, fewer VCs result in a lower message latency be-
cause the bene�t of message interleaving with many
VCs is not necessary at low loads and the extra delay
required by many VCs is not o�set by its performance.
At high load, fewer VCs result in a lower saturation
point.

The empirical comparison of the performance of de-
terministic and adaptive routers with di�erent areas,
shows that a deterministic router with twice the to-
tal bu�er area of an adaptive one achieves about the
same saturation point for short messages and under
relatively random uniform tra�c. All of these results
have shown that adaptive routers can be worth their
extra complexity especially with large message sizes
and under non-uniform tra�c.

5 Related Work

Much of the research on adaptive routing has been
done in the context of developing deadlock-free rout-
ing algorithms. Some of the strategies for preventing
deadlock that have been proposed include variations
on the use of VCs [11, 27, 5, 16, 31], and other strate-
gies involving restrictions on the choice of paths or
involving the use of additional hardware [19, 8, 24].
[29, 26, 21] involve deadlock freedom for worm-hole
switching, randomization techniques are used in [23],

and deadlock recovery is performed in [32]. A univer-
sal proof technique for deadlock freedom is given in
[30]. Fault tolerant adaptive routing techniques have
also been discussed and include [21, 14, 27]. Some
studies have addressed the e�ects of other design pa-
rameters on adaptive routing performance, including
[3, 22, 6, 25].

In most of these studies, however, the emphasis is
on the algorithm design and implementation of the
router algorithm is secondary. [12] uses implemen-
tation techniques for deadlock-free dimension-order
worm-hole routing based on full crossbar architec-
tures. Later optimizations were done, such as par-
titioning crossbars [10, 18]. [1] analyzes the e�ect of
message length and locality on the performance of net-
works of varying sizes and dimensions for dimension-

order worm-hole routing when both switch and wire
delays are accounted for.

Adaptive router implementations in [2, 7] are com-
pared to deterministic routers. However, the compar-
isons do not account for the advantage of adaptive
routers in reducing queuing delays in the nodes be-
tween source and destination. In addition, the various
routing algorithms evaluated, both deterministic and
adaptive, require a variable amount of resources such
as bu�er area or physical channels between nodes. In
[17], this advantage is taken into account but only for
worm-hole routing.

6 Conclusions

This paper reports on the latencies of adaptive and
deterministic routers under constant are constraints.
The results indicate that a tradeo� does exist between
constant area adaptive routers under non-uniform
tra�c patterns. At low throughput, fewer VCs re-
sult in a lower message latency. At high throughput,
fewer VCs result in a lower saturation point. How-
ever, for uniform tra�c, adaptive routers with fewer
VCs always perform better.

Deterministic routers have a lower message latency
than adaptive routers with the same area under uni-
form tra�c, small message and bu�er sizes, and low
throughput. They also have a higher saturation point
under the same conditions. However, for large mes-
sage and bu�er sizes, adaptive routing becomes per-
forms better at all throughput values for all types of
tra�c.

Finally, it was shown that a deterministic router
can achieve a latency and saturation point similar to
an adaptive one with half the total area for small mes-
sage size and with random or complement tra�c.

Because the adaptive routing technique used here
does not perform as well at low throughput as the
deterministic routing technique under numerous cir-
cumstances, future work could include improving this
aspect. One method in which this could be done is
implementing both deterministic and adaptive rout-
ing in such a way that good performance is obtained
at low as well as high throughput. One type of routing
strategy which does just this is presented in [28].
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